p-Adic Analysis: Essential Ideas and Results
In this chapter, we present, without proofs, the essential aspects of, and basic results on, p-adic functional analysis needed in the book. For a detailed exposition on p-adic analysis the reader may consult [18] , [402] , [434] .
The Field of p-Adic Numbers
Throughout this book p will denote a prime number. The ield of p-adic numbers Q p is deined as the completion of the ield of rational numbers Q with respect to the p-adic norm |·| p , which is deined as We deine ord(x) = min 1≤i≤N {ord(x i )}, then ||x|| p = p −ord (x) . The norm || · || p satisies x + y p ≤ max( x p , y p ), the strong triangle inequality. The metric space (Q N p , || · || p ) is a complete ultrametric space. As a topological space Q p is homeomorphic to a Cantor-like subset of the real line, see e.g. [18] , [434] . In Chapter 2 only, we will work with more general norms, namely, norms of type
where the q 1 ,...,q N are ixed positive numbers.
p-Adic Analysis: Essential Ideas and Results
Any p-adic number x = 0 has a unique expansion of the form
where x j ∈{0, 1, 2,...,p − 1} and x 0 = 0. By using this expansion, we deine the fractional part of x ∈ Q p , denoted {x} p , as the rational number
In addition, any p-adic number x = 0 can be represented uniquely as x = p ord(x) ac(x) with |ac(x)| p = 1; ac(x) is called the angular component of x.
Additive Characters
Set χ p (y):= exp(2π i{y} p )fory ∈ Q p .Themapχ p (·) is an additive character on Q p , i.e. a continuous map from (Q p , +)i n t oS (the unit circle considered as a multiplicative group) satisfying
We notice that χ p satisies the following relations:
The additive characters of Q p form an Abelian group which is isomorphic to (Q p , +); the isomorphism is given by ξ → χ p (ξ x), see e.g. [18, Section 2.3]. We will call χ p (·) the standard additive character of Q p . We will use (p −r ||x − a|| p ) to denote the characteristic function of the ball B N r (a). We will use the notation 1 A for the characteristic function of a set A.
Topology of Q

The Bruhat-Schwartz Space and the Fourier Transform
The C-vector space of locally constant functions will be denoted as 
M can be represented in the following way: . We will also use the simpliied notation L ρ , 1 ≤ ρ<∞, if there is no danger of confusion. We will denote by D R (U ), the R-space 
The Fourier Transform of Test Functions
Given ξ = (ξ 1 ,...,ξ N ) and y = (x 1 ,..., In the deinition of the Fourier transform, the bilinear form ξ · x can be replaced for any symmetric non-degenerate bilinear form B(ξ,x). We will use such Fourier transforms in Chapter 11. In Chapter 3, we will also use the symbols F, · to denote the Fourier transform in R n .
Distributions
Let D ′ (Q 
the maximal open subset on which the distribution T vanishes. The support of T is the complement of U T in U. We denote it by supp T .
Given a ixed test function θ and a distribution
Such distributions are called regular distributions. 
The Fourier Transform of a Distribution
The Fourier transform
The Fourier transform T → F[T ] is a linear (and continuous) isomorphism from
where A * is the transpose matrix.
, where the exponent of local constancy of F[T ]is≥−N. In addition 
The Direct Product of Distributions
The direct product is commutative: F × G = G × F. In addition the direct product is continuous with respect to the joint factors.
The Convolution of Distributions
N , then the convolution F * G exists, and it is given by the formula
In the case in which G = ψ ∈ D(Q 
The Multiplication of Distributions
if the limit exists for all ϕ ∈ D(Q N p ). If the product F · G exists then the product G · F exists and they are equal.
We recall that the existence of the product F · G is equivalent to the existence of 
